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A2 manually foldable monitors by  Albiral are the perfect solution to create flexible and versatile tables needing to optimise the available 
space. They are elegant displays that enhance participation, creativity and co-working in dedicated areas and they can be easily   folded 
down to leave a direct  line of sight  to the other participants or events taking place in the room.   Furthermore, the reduced space needed 
for their installation allows users to have a large cable-free surface to work using both the screen and other materials over the desk. 
With a discreet and classic design, A2 monitors can be used for multiple applications, providing high definition video contents and real 
time information. A2 monitors turn technology into an appealing cutting edge system which is able to perform at the highest standard 
while generating a memorable user experience.

• Manually foldable monitor
• Adjustable position up to 110º
• Ready for desk mounting
• Large free working space on the surface
• No visible cables
• Low space required under the table
• Auto-power on/off
• HDCP licensed monitor manufacturer
• Easy installation and maintenance free
• Energy saving design

Advanced top features



Touch screen Interactivity is assured with the touch screen, optimising the monitor to become a  convenient and 
engaging device.

Integrated camera A2 monitors can include a built-in camera, creating a smart video solution with multiple funcionalities.

Customised finish The standard A2 version is made of coated painted steel (RAL system), but finishing colour can be 
changed to adapt to different environments and rooms styles. 

A2 monitors are professional manually foldable 17.3” displays made out of painted steel to be installed on any desk surface.
With a manual tilt up to 110º, the monitors can be completely folded with the screen facing down to get a storage position. 
They integrate a HDMI connection, which is HDCP compliant.
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A2 foldable monitors are ready for desk mounting, so their installation on any table surface is extremely easy and they take a minimum 
space underneath. Adding a distinctive hi-tech component, A2 monitors  can be integrated in any meeting space or public corporate 
area.  In regards to features, A2 are practical and  convenient, with no visible cables. The monitors offer a  screen tilt up to 110º, assuring a 
completely adjustable position according to the user needs. This regulable fitting allows to adjust the ideal viewing angle for the contents 
on display while leaving a clean surface to work on and also  permits a good view of the action happening in the room when required.

Elegance on standard furniture

The timeless design of A2 foldable monitors together with their precise and easy to use technology make them ideal for many 
applications, being always perfectly integrated in the interior style of the room.  They favour a pleasant atmosphere improving creativity 
and participation, thus decision-making tasks are powered in meeting and coference rooms. A2 monitors also serve as an interactive and 
efficient support tool during presentations in auditoriums or institutions and, as they can be completely folded when not needed, make the 
most of limited space in interpreter booths.
A2 monitors provide a top video contents source display for small group meetings in huddle rooms and their versatility offers unobtrusive 
and advanced  technology to nowadays modern courtrooms. Their amazing look is also worth a shocking first impression, so they are also 
an excellent choice to welcome visitors entering reception areas.

A monitor to fit in every space

Usefulness is one of the main purposes of A2 monitors, therefore they include standard connectivity allowing an easy, reliable and   secure 
use. The HDMI input  guarantees the reproduction of the most usual video sources and the Albiral’s HDCP licensed monitor manufacturer 
qualification assures protection of high definition quality contents.
A2 monitors also allow to integrate  special options to get a display matching the user requirements:

Working smart

The steel housing and the professional HD  screen of A2 monitors grant these displays  unsurpassable robustness and reliability. The 
high quality materials used ensure an extremely long lifespan of the monitors and the efficient technology systems developed, like 
the automatic power-on function when the screen gets raised and power-off when it is folded down,  result in an energy saving and 
maintenance free installation, contributing to the sustainable nature of the devices.
Monitors are manufactured only with professional components and their superb quality is certified by Albiral’s mechanical warranty.

Durable and sustainable system
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Screen

Size 17.3” Full HD  TFT Active Matrix
LED Backlight

Resolution 1920 (h) x 1080 (v)

Brightness 400 cd/m2

Contrast ratio 600:1

Pixels 0.1989 (h) x 0.1989 (v) mm

Viewing angle 60º/80º (u/d) - 80º/80º (l/r)

Viewing area 381.888 (h) x 214.812 (v) mm

LED backlight lifespan 50,000 hrs

Response time Tr 37 ms,   Tf 3 ms

Temperature Operating 0ºC /+40ºC
Storage -20ºC / +60ºC

Materials

Cabinet Painted steel housing

Connections

Input signal HDMI (1 input). HDCP compliant

Electricity

External power supply 100-240Vac, 47/63Hz, 12Vdc

Power consumption 45W

Product specifications

General dimensions


